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The plugin begins with a number of tests to check that your system is good enough to run games at full speed. If it turns out that it is, you will be asked to start emulator with preset (level 1 - 6). Save the selected preset (on combo box) for future
use. Plugin will reset its settings for all presets back to defaults and a new test will begin. You can check the settings by pressing the buttons on the settings window (top panel) or enter r to reload presets. The game will be emulated at 60/25/5/2/1
fps. Check Presets and Auto buttons on the bottom panel of the window to toggle the settings on and off for future games. By default, presets are loaded on startup and you can always reload them by pressing the buttons on the settings panel or r.

Sometimes PCSX2 won't be able to get a stable video mode. In this case, it will print a small warning (The operation may cause problems. Do not use, but exit.) and will terminate. You can get the stable video mode by entering mode 31312. By
default this is the initial mode. The NFO_Viewer plugin is used to install NFOViewer source code (used for viewing NFO files). Note: If you've a problem finding files in the default location you can find them on the following page :

http://sourceforge.net/projects/nfoviewer/files/ The System plugin is used to install the game's metadata. It is generally used for analysing the games. Note: if you have missing settings they can be found in sub-menu System > Settings. This
repository contains version of libretro-gepatok that is used in PCSX2. It is a very stable and tested emulator. If something goes wrong you should download and install version of libretro-gepatok-0.7.0.1a instead.
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When you feel the emulator is compatible with your system, click 'OK' to finalize the download. It is time to configure PCSX2. To do this, click 'Next' (you will be unable to skip this step) and then click 'Finish'. This tab contains some game-specific
hacks and fixes. These fixes are disabled by default but enabled automatically if the game in question is detected to be running. The Automatic Gamefixes option can be also switched off (although it is not recommended) in System sub-menu of

PCSX2 main menu. You should not enable these hacks unless you have a game that somehow was not detected by PCSX2 automatically (note also that some of these fixes are not applied automatically). When your game is ready to be loaded, go
back to the 2nd screen and then select PCSX2Fx_Setting.txt from Files menu in the main window to open the file. Note that you can't load the emulator while the "Lumix" screen is selected as the 3rd screen. You have to select it in the menu. If the
game did not start, navigate to the Files menu in the upper left corner, open Your Games folder and check if the game is in it. If it is not, the emulator could have failed to find a BIOS. Try again and watch out for text appearing in the middle of the
screen. It should display "failed to load BIOS" or something similar if the emulator can't find your BIOS. If you still can't find your BIOS image, start searching for it in the below mentioned locations. If you are using Dev9 you can either copy your

BIOS files in the folder indicated below, or change that folder to point to a location where BIOS images are saved. You will not be able to use PCSX2 without a proper BIOS image. 5ec8ef588b
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